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Inside this ebook edition: ANCIENT MYSTERIES BURYING EGYPT'S TRUE HISTORY Who Is Following the Evidence and Who is Not? By
Scott Creighton OAK ISLAND & THE MASONS By Steven Sora BUCKY'S LEGACY Why R. Buckminster Fuller's Great Vision for "Spaceship
Earth" Lives On TECHNOLOGIES OF THE ANIMALS Could Morphic Resonance Solve the Mystery? ANCIENT FIRE AND LIGHTNING
Could Solar Outbursts Once Have Scorched the Giza Plateau? SHINING CITY ON A HILL Was America What Francis Bacon Had in Mind?
ANCIENT MYSTERIES IN MID-AMERICA Strange History Is Everywhere If You Know Where to Look THE REDEMPTION OF ROYAL
RAYMOND RIFE Could the Long-Delayed Era of Electromagnetic Healthcare Be Re-Emerging? QUEST FOR THE LIFE FORCE Has
Science Found It and Then Ignored It? SECRETS IN YOUR HAND Could Science Be Catching Up with Ancient Wisdom? PUBLISHER'S
LETTER SCIENCE AND THE FORGERY FACTOR DISSENTING OPINION 3D PROOF OF STONE CIRCLE ALIGNMENTS THE
FORBIDDEN ARCHAEOLOGIST RESPONDING TO A CRITIC IN RUSSIA ASTROLOGY JUPITER IN LIBRA
Pontiff unravels one of the last unexamined mysteries of the modern world The Vatican has remained one of the last unexamined mysteries
of the modern world. For centuries, pomp and pageantry have hidden from view the dramatic, sometimes sinister, realities that haunt the
office of Supreme Pontiff and the men who make up his papacy. Gordon Thomas and Max Morgan Witts now bring their tremendous
investigative talent to this most secret of institutions, offering us an unrivaled portrait and day-to-day account of the lives, personalities, and
relationships of the three most recent popes: an equally fine account of the hour-by-hour deliberations of the closely guarded conclaves at
which two popes were elected in the fateful year of 1978; and a remarkable rendering of the concrete issues facing the institutional papacy—in
foreign affairs, economic matters, and the human factor—the highly individual ambitions, loyalties, and hatreds that characterize the men and
women who serve the Holy Father. The result is a book that is ahead of the world’s headlines, a book that makes headlines of its own. Not
only have the authors brought the world of the Vatican into the open, their sleuthing has uncovered several major news stories. Pontiff
includes a day-to-day account of the assassination attempt by Mehmet Ali Agca upon John Paul II: Agca’s history and family, his right-wing
political connections, his activities and jailing in Turkey, his escape from jail aided by the KGB, his movements through terrorist training
camps in Libya and Syria, and a complete investigation of the Bulgarian connection that led to the shooting in St. Peter’s Square. Here, also,
is the story of John Paul II’s involvement with the creation of Solidarity in Poland, and his almost-daily secret contacts with Lech Walesa, as
well as the unprecedented letter to Brezhev threatening his resignation from the papal throne. In addition, owing to the authors’ intricate web
of connections at the Vatican (including many cardinals), the book contains previously unknown information about the man entrusted with the
Church’s money, Paul Marcinkus, and his relationship with the shadowy Michele Sindona. Pontiff is a fascinating revelation of a world
previously unknown to us, and an intimate view of a few men in Rome trying to lead an increasingly unwilling world to their own vision of
salvation.
The CIA has been accused of a massive intelligence failure in the run-up to the 9/11 attacks -- the result, it is said, of a moralistic and
bureaucratic approach to information-gathering. But the CIA's spies had few qualms when it came to cultivating terrorist organisations and
interfering in the internal politics of Cold War Italy. Puppetmasters reveals how US intelligence services exploited the P2 masonic lodge to
prop up friendly Christian Democrat-dominated governments and counter the growing political influence of the Italian Communist Party. It was
a ruthless strategy involving coup plots, right wing terrorist bombings and the manipulation of the Red Brigades. And it gave Italy one of the
bloodiest and most protracted periods of terrorist violence ever seen in a modern, industrialised society.
Only thirty-three days after his election, Pope John Paul I,Albino Luciani, died in strange circumstances. Almost immediately rumours of a
cover-up began to circulate around the Vatican. In his researches David Yallop uncovered an extraordinary story: behind the Pope's death lay
a dark and complex web of corruption within the Church that involved the Freemasons, Opus Dei and the Mafia and the murder of the 'Pope's
Banker' Roberto Calvi. When first published in 1984 In God's Name was denounced by the Vatican yet became an award-winning
international bestseller. In this new edition, Yallop brings the story up to date and reveals new evidence that has been long buried concerning
the truth behind the Vatican cover-up. This is a classic work of investigative writing whose revelations will continue to reverberate around the
world.
Coinciding with Pope Benedict XVIs state visit to the UK in September 2010. David Yallop, author of In God's Name, looks at the current
news stories concerning widespread child abuse by priests and shows how the Vatican is not telling the full story. Praise for In God's Name:
'A thriller without an ending...Yallop has surely proved there is a case to answer.' - Guardian 'An astonishing book...a story of corruption, lies
and disinformation.' - Daily Mail 'Excellently done ... An engrossing and disturbing book' - Economist
On 17th June, 1970, in a small farming district, south of Auckland, New Zealand, Harvey and Jeanette Crewe were shot and killed in the
lounge of their home. Five months later, a neighbour, Arthur Allan Thomas, was arrested, charged and found guilty of their murder. He was
sentenced to life imprisonment. A retrial in 1972 ended with another guilty verdict. David Yallop, author of To Encourage the Others and The
Day the Laughter Stopped, two already celebrated books which dealt with miscarriages of justice, spent over a year in New Zealand
investigating the case and became convinced of Thomas' innocence. in an open letter to New Zealand's Prime Minister, he demanded
Thomas' release on the grounds that he 'has not been found guilty beyond reasonable doubt. He has in fact been found innocent beyond
reasonable doubt.' In 1978, as a direct result of Yallop's intercession and the publication of this book, Thomas was granted a royal pardon
and, in 1980, awarded nearly 1 million dollars in compensation for the nine years he had served behind bards. Beyond Reasonable Doubt? is
both a riveting work of high drama and a compelling insight into the machinery of criminal justice. A Number One bestseller in hgardcover and
the subject of a widely-acclaimed film, it is a lasting testimony to David Yallop's reputation as the world's greatest investigative author.
Franz hasel, a 40-year-old pacifist, was drafted and assigned to Pioneer Company 699, Hitler's elite troops who built bridges at the front lines.
His religious scruples did not endear him to his superiors. Sarcastically dubbed "carrot eater" and "Bible reader," he finally gained the respect
of his unit. Just before he was sent deep into Russia--where all but seven of his 1,200-man unit would die--he secretly discarded his gun,
fearing that, as the company sharpshooter, he might be tempted to kill. In Russia he faced a new problem: how to warn the local Jews before
the SS got to them.
From the age of fourteen until his death at the age of eighty-two, Pope John XXIII kept what he called his 'Journal of a Soul' - the record of his
growth in holiness. Elected Pope at the age of seventy-eight he impressed the world with the breadth of his mind but also with his simplicity
and his will to be at the service of others. This book covers the full span of his long career from the seminary at Bergamo to his brief but
transformative papacy.His journal is a rare and intimate record of the spiritual life of a much-loved figure. As he wrote, 'my soul is in these
pages.'
The murders, the arrest, the trial. First world publication of the full story. David Yallop is the investigative writer whose previous books,
including the bestselling To Encourage the Others and Beyond Reasonable Doubt?, have solved four murder mysteries. In this, his new
book, he turns to the most infamous murderer in the world today - the Yorkshire Ripper. This is the story of a man who killed his women
victims with grotesque cruelty. Who eluded one of the greatest hunts in history. And it is the story of the numbing fear that gripped northern
England where, if you were a woman, you might suddenly die a violent and obscene death. Following two years intensive research with
police officers, the victims' relatives, pathologists, prostitutes and many others, David Yallop has produced an investigative account of murder
that captures in full the evil reality of the man they called the Yorkshire Ripper. And, most remarkable of all, he identified before the arrest
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where the solution to the murders lay.
ON Friday 27th June 1975 a young Venezuelan burst from a Paris apartment straight into the world's headlines. He left for dead four men. He
had previously blithely lobbed a grenade into a crowded cafe, attempted to assassinate the president of the Zionist Federation of Great
Britain, seized the French Embassy in Holland and launched two rocket attacks on planes at Orly airport. His crimes were apparently endless.
He went on the kidnap the OPEC ministers in Vienna. He is known to the world as Carlos. The press dubbed him the Jackal. Security forces
consider him The World's Most Wanted Man. Favid Yallop tracked Carlos down to a small village in the Bekaa Valley outside war-torn Beirut.
Through two long nights he listened to part of Carlos's story. Then, under tragic circumstances, the trail went dead. For the next seven years,
Yallop tried t rediscover Carlos the Jackal, but what began as a manhunt became a journey into a frightening world of terrorism, espionage
and Middle Eastern politics. Drawing on the investigative skills that made In God's Name an international bestseller, written with clarity,
passion and humanity, To the Ends of the Earth is a monumental and riveting book, a pursuit of truth that is destined to become a classic.
The Murder Case that Shook a Generation On 2nd November 1952, two teenagers were trapped by police on a warehouse roof. In the
course of what the national press were to describe as 'a Chicago-style gun battle', P.C. Sidney Miles was shot between the eyes and died.
16-year-old Christopher Craig and 19-year-old Derek Bentley were subsequently arrested and sent to trial. They came to personify the
disaffected youth of post-war Britain, but Derek Bentley became much more. His story and ultimate fate are unique in the annals of criminal
history. Originally published in 1971, and the subject of a controversial television play, To Encourage the Others dramatically re-opens a case
which still demands that justice be done. There are many reasons why David Yallop is considered the world's greatest investigative author.
To Encourage the Others is one of them: as powerful an argument against capital punishment as has ever been published.
An investigation into the discoveries of Lewis and Clark and other early explorers of America and the terrible acts committed to suppress
them • Provides archaeological proof of giants, the fountain of youth, and descriptions from Lewis’s journals of a tribe of “nearly white, blueeyed” Indians • Uncovers evidence of explorers from Europe and Asia prior to Columbus and of ancient civilizations in North America and
the Caribbean • Investigates the Smithsonian conspiracy to cover up Lewis and Clark’s discoveries and what lead to Lewis’s murder
Meriwether Lewis discovered far more than the history books tell--ancient civilizations, strange monuments, “nearly white, blue-eyed”
Indians, and evidence that the American continent was visited long before the first European settlers arrived. And he was murdered to keep it
all secret. Examining the shadows and cracks between America’s official version of history, Xaviant Haze and Paul Schrag propose that the
America of old taught in schools is not the America that was discovered by Lewis and Clark and other early explorers. Investigating the
discoveries of Spanish conquistadors and Olmec stories of contact with European-like natives, the authors uncover evidence of explorers
from Europe and Asia prior to Columbus, sophisticated ancient civilizations in North America and the Caribbean, the fountain of youth, and a
long-extinct race of giants. Verifying stories from Lewis’s journals with modern archaeological finds, geological studies, 18th- and 19thcentury newspapers, and accounts of the world in the days of Columbus, the authors reveal how Lewis and Clark’s finds infuriated powerful
interests in Washington--including the Smithsonian Institution--culminating in the murder of Meriwether Lewis.
The true story behind the 'Fatty Arbuckle' Scandal David Yallop is no stranger to controversy. The impact of his investigations in such
bestsellers as In God's Name, Beyond Reasonable Doubt and To Encourage the Others has reverberated around the world. In The Day the
Laughter Stopped, he uncovers the incredible true story behind the Roscoe 'Fatty' Arbuckle scandal of 1921, when the fat film comedian
stood accused of the rape and murder of a pretty screen actress. Arbuckle's is the story of a man born in extreme poverty who was destined
to rise to the heights of a multi-million dollar career, only to have it snatched from him by a wave of hysteria and bigotry that swept the globe.
It is the story of Hollywood and what really happened in the corridors of power; the political corruption of San Francisco; the immorality of a
president. How Charlie Chaplin's career was saved. How Buster Keaton's was begun. Both by Arbuckle. It is a life story that ranges from
comic heights to tragic depths. The Day the Laughter Stopped confirms David Yallop's reputation as the world's greatest investigative author,
combining exhaustive research with compulsive narrative.
The author describes his seven-year search for Ilich Ramirez Sanchez, also known as Carlos the Jackal, recounting how he followed
Sanchez through the world of spies and intelligence officers and dealt with the likes of Qadhafi, Arafat, and Nidal. 50,000 first printing.
$50,000 ad/promo.

"A monumental work of twentieth century capitalism as it was jointly embraced by the Vatican and the United States and
those caught up in it. Top-shelf CIA-Vatican intrigue." T. Francis Elliott, London Times._____ Driven by Paul VI's edicts
'Populorum Progressio' and 'Liberation Theology, ' there were two fronts on which the CIA was confronted by
communism as a democratic society--Italy and Central America. If Italy fell to communism, all of Europe would surely
follow. If Central America fell to communism, all of Latin America would surely follow. It was in these parts of the world
communism was raising its head as the will of the people that was so dangerous to the United States and its capitalistic
allies. Henry Kissinger sounded the alarm, "Domination by Moscow is not the issue. Communist control of Italy and
Central America is the issue. It would have terrible consequences for the United States and it is the number one threat to
its national security." On the afternoon of March 13, 1978, fifteen men sat around a table in a sidewalk caf in a remote
mountain village in northern Italy. In casual clothes, they went unnoticed, though one was the reigning Pontiff, and
another Aldo Moro, and the others ranking cardinals of poverty stricken countries who comprised the leadership of the
Marxist movement in the Church and the western world. They left at four o'clock. Aldo reserved the table "for this time
next year." On March 13, 1979, Cardinals Benelli and Felici decided not to travel to Vittorio Veneto that day. After all, all
the others were dead. They, themselves, unaware of their impending doom, were, too, as good as dead. _____ "One
beautiful life...explodes into a trail of death and destruction in the Roman Catholic Church. Howard Jason Smith, Boston
Globe.
John Paul II and the dark heart of the Catholic Church... In 1984 David Yallops In Gods Name changed the way that the
world looked at the Vatican. In The Power and The Glory David Yallop returns to Rome with another explosive story: the
true history of the papacy of John Paul II. From the first moment of his papacy, Karol Wojtyla sought political influence
and a role on the world stage. At the dawn of the twenty-first century, he was a leader to millions of Catholics at a time of
tremendous change. Promising a renewed church, he was the first media Pope and travelled around the world to preach
his message. It is said that he was central in the fall of Soviet Eastern Europe, in particular within his own homeland of
Poland. But has the real truth of this Papacy been revealed? The Power & the Glory explores the continued financial
scandal involving the Vatican bank, the mafia, Freemasonry, illegal money laundering and arms sales. Exposes the true
extent of the Pope's failure to control the child abuse scandal. Contains explosive revelations from the CIA, the KGB, the
Polish secret service and the most secretive place on earth, the Vatican itself. Tells for the first time John Paul II's real
involvement in the fall of the Iron Curtain and the liberation of Poland. Uncovers the myth of the Holy Alliance between
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Reagan's America and the Vatican.
The Vatican, 1978: a little-known Cardinal from Venice is elected to succeed Pope Paul VI. A compromise candidate, he
takes the name Pope John Paul I, and quickly shows himself to be the liberal the reactionaries within the Catholic Church
most feared. Thirty-three days later he is dead. No official investigation is conducted, no autopsy is performed, and the
Vatican's press release about the cause of death is found to be largely false. Premiered at the Chichester Festival in April
2007 starring David Suchet, this gripping thriller goes behind the scenes at the Vatican, uncovering the bitter rivalries, the
political manoeuvrings and the unspoken crises of faith that surrounded the death of 'the Smiling Pope'.
Seldom can one predict that a book will have an effect on history, but this is such a work. Merton's many biographers and
the American press now say unanimously that he died from accidental electrocution. From a careful examination of the
official record, including crime scene photographs that the authors have found that the investigating police in Thailand
never saw, and from reading the letters of witnesses, they have discovered that the accidental electrocution conclusion is
totally false. The widely repeated story that Merton had taken a shower and was therefore wet when he touched a lethal
faulty fan was made up several years after the event and is completely contradicted by the evidence. Hugh Turley and
David Martin identify four individuals as the primary promoters of the false accidental electrocution narrative. Another
person, they show, should have been treated as a murder suspect. The most likely suspect in plotting Merton's murder, a
man who was a much stronger force for peace than most people realize, they identify as the Central Intelligence Agency
of the United States government. Thomas Merton was the most important Roman Catholic spiritual and anti-warfare-state
writer of the 20th century. To date, he has been the subject of 28 biographies and numerous other books. Remarkably,
up to now no one has looked critically at the mysterious circumstances surrounding his sudden death in Thailand. From
its publication date in the 50th anniversary of his death, into the foreseeable future, this carefully researched work will be
the definitive, authoritative book on how Thomas Merton died.
Now, published for the first time in English, are his "Words from the Heart," Pope John Paul I's insights and lessons on: Faith, hope, and love- Never losing heart- Praying in the presence of Our Lord in the Eucharist- The role of education in
the family- Bearing one's crosses- and many more.
Church, Interrupted: Havoc & Hope: The Tender Revolt of Pope Francis is a revealing portrait of Pope Francis's hopeful
yet controversial efforts to recreate the Catholic Church to become, once again, a welcoming place of empathy, love, and
inclusiveness. Bestselling author, Vanity Fair contributor, and papal biographer John Cornwell tells the gripping insider
story of Pope Francis's bid to bring renewal and hope to a crisis-plagued Church and the world at large. With unique
insights and original reporting, Cornwell reveals how Francis has persistently provoked and disrupted his stubbornly
unchanging Church, purging clerical corruption and reforming entrenched institutions, while calling for action against
global poverty, climate change, and racism. Cornwell argues that despite fierce opposition from traditionalist clergy and
right-wing media, the pope has radically widened Catholic moral priorities, calling for mercy and compassion over rigid
dogmatism. Francis, according to Cornwell, has transformed the Vatican from being a top-down centralized authority to
being a spiritual service for a global Church. He has welcomed the rejected, abused, and disheartened; reached out to
people of other faiths and those of none; and proved a providential spiritual leader for future generations. Highly
acclaimed author John Cornwell's riveting account of the hopeful—and contentious—efforts undertaken by Pope Francis to
rebuild the Catholic Church. • Well researched and brilliantly written, readers, scholars, and fans of John Cornwell will
want to read his most controversial and compelling work yet. • More than a third of America's 74 million Catholics said
they were contemplating departure in 2018. It is estimated that over the past twenty years, the Catholic Church has been
losing $2.5 billion dollars annually in revenues, legal fees, and damages due to clerical abuse cases. The decline in
church attendance, marriages, and vocations to the priesthood and sisterhood tell a story of major decline and disillusion.
Cornwell showcases Pope Francis's way forward, a hopeful message that gives reinvigorated reasons to stay with the
church and help be the change the new generation would like to see. • For readers within and outside Catholicism
fascinated by the future and restructuring of the church, this will be a book they want to read again and again as the
church continues to change and grow.
In 1978, driven by Paul VI's encyclicals Populorum Progressio and Liberation Theology, there were two fronts on which
the CIA was confronted by communism as a free democratic society, Italy and Central America. If Italy fell to
communism, all of Europe would surely follow. If Central America fell to communism, all of Latin America would surely
follow. It was in these parts of the world communism was raising its ugly head as the will of the people that was so very
dangerous to the United States and its capitalistic allies. Henry Kissinger sounded the alarm, "Domination by Moscow is
not the issue. Communist control of Italy and Central America is the issue. It would have terrible consequences for the
United States and is the number one threat to its national security." ....... On the afternoon of March 13, 1978, fourteen
men sat around a table in a sidewalk caf in a mountain village in northern Italy. In casual clothes they went unnoticed
though one was the reigning Pontiff and another Aldo Moro. Included were Italian cardinals who had been behind the rise
of the Communist Party in the polls in Italy. The others were cardinals of impoverished parts of the world. Together they
comprised the core of the Marxist movement in the Church. They left at four o'clock and Aldo reserved the table for next
year..... On March 13, 1979, Cardinals Benelli and Felici decided not to travel to Vittorio Veneto that day. After all, all the
others were dead. They, themselves--unaware of their impending doom--were, too, as good as dead.
Imagine a company so big and so powerful that its annual turnover is equal in size to China's entire GDP. A company
whose gross turnover for just one financial year is sufficient to buy at current market value the world's three largest public
companies: General Electric, Royal Dutch Shell and Microsoft. A company that if it dipped into its petty cash could in the
same year also buy Coca-Cola. A company where ten days' turnover is in excess of the combined assets of the world's
top fifty banks. It exists. Its current annual turnover of more than $500 billion is derived from just three products: heroin,
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cocaine, marijuana. The drugs cartel of cartels is a factual reality, but sometimes it is only through fiction that one can get
close to the real truth. Drawing on years of experience as a bestselling investigative writer, David Yallop has produced an
explosive fiction debut. Unholy Alliance is a breath-taking high-speed race that goes straight to the truth behind the
modern American nightmare and into an alarming, but all too believable future.
Revealing a history of mysterious deaths, shady characters, and moral and political tensions, exposes the inner workings
of the Catholic Church to trace how the Vatican evolved from an institution of faith into an extremely wealthy corporate
power.--Publisher's description.
"Discusses how, for two hundred years, some members of the Catholic Church have worked to destroy the Church"-Winner of the Edgar Award: The riveting account of an audacious fraud scheme that stretched from a Mafia hangout on
the Lower East Side to the Vatican. With a round, open face and a penchant for tall tales, Matteo de Lorenzo resembled
everyone’s kindly uncle. But Uncle Marty, as he was known throughout the Genovese crime family, was one of the New
York mob’s top earners throughout the 1960s and ’70s, the mastermind of a billion-dollar trade in stolen and counterfeit
securities. In the spring of 1972, de Lorenzo and his shrewd and ruthless business partner, Vincent Rizzo, traveled to
Europe to discuss a plan to launder millions of dollars worth of phony securities. Shockingly, the plot involved Archbishop
Paul Marcinkus, the scandal-plagued president of the Vatican Bank. Unbeknownst to de Lorenzo and Rizzo, however,
the NYPD was already on the case—thanks to the crusading work of Det. Joseph Coffey. Coffey, the legendary New York
policeman who investigated the Lufthansa heist and took the Son of Sam’s confession, first learned of the scheme in a
wiretap related to the attempted mob takeover of the Playboy Club in Manhattan. From those unlikely beginnings,
Detective Coffey worked tirelessly to trace the fraudulent stocks and bonds around the world and deep into the corridors
of power in Washington, DC, and Rome. Meticulously researched and relentlessly gripping, The Vatican Connection is a
true story of corruption and deceit, packed with “all the ingredients of a thriller” (San Francisco Chronicle).
What do Catholics mean when they use the words salvation & justification? What special role does Mary have in the
church? What about the Pope? Does the Catholic Tradition add to God's Word? How do official Church teachings affect
Catholics' day-to-day lives? In their helpful question & answer style noted researchers John Ankerberg & John Weldon
lead you through these & other key issues. This straightforward practical guide will help you comprehend one of the
world's most prominent religious institutions &the beliefs of friends & family members who belong to it - in light of the
clear teaching of the Bible.
THE BOOK WHICH INSPIRED SPOTLIGHT, 2016 WINNER OF THE BEST PICTURE OSCAR AND THE BEST
SCREENPLAY OSCAR This is the true story of how a small group of courageous journalists uncovered child abuse on a
vast scale - and held the Catholic Church to account. Betrayal is a ground-breaking work of investigative journalism, now
brought brilliantly to life on the screen in the major new movie Spotlight. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Public Service.
On 31 January 2002, the Boston Globe published a report that sent shockwaves around the world. Their findings, based
on a six-month campaign by the 'Spotlight' investigative team, showed that hundreds of children in Boston had been
abused by Catholic priests, and that this horrific pattern of behaviour had been known - and ignored - by the Catholic
Church. Instead of protecting the community it was meant to serve, the Church exploited its powerful influence to protect
itself from scandal - and innocent children paid the price. This is the story from beginning to end: the predatory men who
exploited the vulnerable, the cabal of senior Church officials who covered up their crimes, the 'hush money' used to buy
the victims' silence, the survivors who found the strength to tell their story, and the Catholics across the world who were
left shocked, angry, and betrayed. This is the story, too, of how they took power back, confronted their Church and called
for sweeping change. Updated for the release of the Oscar-winning film Spotlight, this is a devastating and important
exposure of the abuse of power at the highest levels in society.
Contends that the death of Pope John Paul I was not due to natural causes. Presents a portrait of his life and the motives
of six men who may have feared him.
An inquiry into the death of Pope John Paul I, the Smiling Pope, the investigation uncovering lies, half-truths and neglect within the
Catholic church. The author has written two novels, and his last book Earth to Earth won the Crime Writer's Association Gold
Dagger Award.
In 2018, Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano released an 11-page testimony that rocked the world. In it, he called out the corruption of
the Church, especially with regards to its handling of the sexual abuse crisis--addressing most specifically the case of disgraced
Cardinal Theodore McCarrick--and stunningly called for the resignation of Pope Francis. And then he was gone . . . at least
physically. In these pages, longtime Vatican journalist Robert Moynihan, publisher of Inside the Vatican magazine, brings to bear
his vast experience in the corridors of power in Rome as well as his longstanding friendship with Vigano to produce a book that
both provides an incisive look at the content of the Testimony itself, but also, through interviews conducted in-person with Vigano
at undisclosed locations, a personal look at the man whose conscience compelled him to speak out about the "filth" in which the
Church he loves and to which he has given his life, has been mired for years. Part thriller, as when Moynihan details his efforts to
reach Vigano and makes his way to their meeting, and part personal memoir as both men reflect on their lives, families, and the
state of the Church in the world, Finding Vigano has something for everyone. Readers familiar with the Vigano saga will appreciate
the insights into the man provided through the interviews, while those unfamiliar with the drama of the Testimony will, after
reading, have a better understanding of the key issues and players involved.
The death of Pope John Paul I in September 1978, only thirty-three days after his election, aroused suspicions. The author has
investigated corruption in the Vatican and its bank and presents his conclusion about the murder of the Pope.
What's wrong with Football today? In June 2011, Sepp Blatter was elected - uncontested - as president of Fifa once more. Despite
attempts to halt the vote amidst allegations and accusations of corruption, the show went on. As How They Stole The Game,
David Yallop's classic expose of the dark heart behind the beautiful game showed when it was first published, Football was rotten
from the top down. In the book Yallop reveals the story of João Havelenge, Fifa President from 1974 to 1998, the Godfather of
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football, and how he turned a religion to millions of fans into a multi-billion dollar business, riven with suspicious deals and
unexpected payments.
The drugs cartel has enough turnover for one financial year to buy the world's three largest public companies. But the cartel wants
more. The drug barons are ruthless in their quest of power. Only Adam Fraser, researching the past of Patrick Collins, can prevent
their plan from succeeding.
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